Aspire, Commit, Excel
“Until one is committed, there is hesitancy,
the chance to draw back. Concerning all
acts of initiative (and creation) there is one
elementary truth, the ignorance of which
kills countless ideas and splendid plans:
that the moment one definitely commits
oneself, then Providence moves too.
All sorts of things occur to help one that
would never otherwise have occurred. A
whole stream of events issues from the
decision, raising in one’s favour all manner
of unforeseen incidents and meetings and
material assistance, which no man could
have dreamed would have come his way.
Whatever you can do, or dream you can do,
begin it. Boldness has genius, power and
magic in it. Begin it now.”
WILLIAM H. MURRAY
Please note: This book is not an alternative to seeking medical advice or professional support
if you have a severe depression or are concerned at all about your mental health. If you are
worried about your psychological state of mind this guide may not be appropriate for you
right now and you are advised to talk to your family doctor or other professional listener such
as a counsellor, the Samaritans or Befrienders Worldwide.
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Introduction
Why bother to develop mental toughness?
From the time we are born we start to develop our mental toughness, building our resilience to cope with the ups and downs of
childhood. Making friends – is it easy or difficult? Sharing toys –
do you do this willingly or do you try to hold on to what is yours?
Parties – are you invited to many? Presents – do you get what you
ask for or do you have to sometimes deal with the disappointment
of not receiving those things on your wish list? These are just some
of the things we learn to deal with as we are growing up.
As we enter adulthood the world becomes ever more complex. We
are expected to go to work, to earn money to support ourselves.
We have to find a job that provides us with the income to pay our
living costs: a place to live, food to keep us alive, clothes to protect
us from the changing seasons. The list goes on.
Life is unpredictable and we never know what is waiting around
the corner. Whether our fortunes change for good or ill, our mental toughness defines how we adapt to our changing circumstances
as we go through life. If you lose it, regaining resilience can take a
long time. It is better to learn how to hold onto your mental toughness and use it when adversity inevitably arises.
For the past three decades I have worked with hundreds of managers, all at various stages in their career. I have had the privilege
to mentor and coach those just starting out in a junior management role, right through to supporting highly experienced Board
4
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directors. The evidence I have gathered over the years shows that
we are all vulnerable to losing our resilience, irrespective of
how mentally tough we are right up until the point we lose it.
Furthermore, the tougher we have been, the harder the fall can
be when we lose our resilience. And it can come upon us suddenly, seemingly with no warning. There are patterns I have
observed in people who are struck down by work-induced stress. They
are frequently high-performing individuals, often holding senior
roles in their organisation. A change to their environment, either of
their choice or outside of their control, is often the trigger.
Strikingly, people often don’t realise that they are under considerable stress
until it is too late. The pressures that are building get absorbed into
their daily routine. Warning signs are not recognised for what they
are and are simply dismissed with a logical explanation. And then,
suddenly, the person becomes ill. If you are aware of what is going on
around you and within you, you can remain in control and have a better chance
of avoiding the loss of your resilience.
This guide is designed to raise your awareness of the warning
signs and to provide practical tips for maintaining resilience. The
B.O.N.U.S. Resilience Accelerator™ is a practical model
for developing mental toughness. It describes five inter-related
steps essential to our resilience. The guide describes the five steps
and provides practical advice and tips on how to further develop
your own mental toughness. Each chapter on the steps includes
questions to help you reflect on where you are at the moment and
think about what else you might do to strengthen your resilience.
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Resilience
What is it?
People frequently refer to resilience as the action of ‘bouncing
back’ from situations that have not gone well. However, I believe
personal resilience is much more than an ability to bounce back
after an adverse event or following a period of pressure. ‘Bounce
back’ suggests a static state, one of returning to the same mental
place you were in prior to the difficulty you have now overcome.
Whereas, my findings suggest resilience demonstrates
developmental activity. Successfully recovering from an
adverse event results in change. People become mentally stronger
once they have reflected on their response to the difficult situation from which they have emerged and processed the learning that
comes from the reflection. Thus, resilience is the demonstration of
mental agility in:

Finding the mental toughness to keep going
in adverse circumstances and becoming
psychologically stronger as a result of
learning from the experience.
To develop this mental agility we need to have the capacity to
remain flexible in our thoughts, feelings and behaviours whilst
under pressure and adapt effectively to the changing circumstances.
At work, pressure can build up in unpredictable ways. Sometimes
it builds gradually and we are able to make adjustments to the
6
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changing demands on our time and resources so that we don’t
feel overwhelmed by the things thrown at us. An example of this
would be if we were asked to take on additional tasks with no
extra staff or time allowance. We adjust accordingly, maybe by
working a little faster, then reducing our lunch hour, then coming in slightly earlier in the morning – constantly tweaking our
routine to meet the changing demands.  It is only when we find
ourselves working a much longer day, taking work home with
us, working at weekends, consistently missing lunch, losing sleep,
that we realise we now have an intolerable situation and
our resilience is under threat.
Other times, we can encounter an emergency that creates an
immediate high-pressure environment. Depending on our
knowledge, skills and experience, we may respond swiftly and
effectively to the adverse circumstances. Our resilience remains
intact and we have a positive memory that is stored in our minds
and adds to our confidence. The experience helps to strengthen
our mental toughness.
However, with inexperience we may find ourselves completely out of our depth and unable to think clearly.
Consequently, we may not respond so well whilst under duress.
On reflection, if we continue to feel negatively about our self,
extremely dissatisfied with how we reacted to the emergency, this
can impact badly on our resilience, reducing our mental toughness. If we dwell on the situation the negative memory serves to
erode our confidence.
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Under different circumstances, pressure can build slowly but we
may not recognise what is actually going on. We start by adapting
positively to the increasing pressure, with no ill effects. It is only
when the pressure has increased to an intolerable level that the
underlying impact on our mind and body becomes apparent.
Consider the high-achieving professional who has a new manager. The new manager demands more and more outputs and
the high-achieving professional, proud of what they do, delivers
more and more as they continue to prove to their new boss how
good they are at their job. However, if this situation continues it
becomes unsustainable and there comes a time when they are
so stretched they cannot physically do any more. As a pattern
has been established the boss may well continue to keep up the
pressure, to the extent that they start to micro-manage. Suddenly,
the high achiever starts to lose their confidence and then things
can go downhill rapidly. They may have to take sick leave due to
stress, which takes them by surprise. Their resilience has completely been destroyed – and they did not see it coming.
Or imagine the person who gets a promotion and does not realise their confidence is likely to wobble, as they begin to uncover
all the new things they have to learn in their latest role. They feel
out of their depth and this is entirely predictable – but only if
you know to expect it. With professional support and mentoring,
resilience can be retained.
Resilience is part of our psychological capital, along with
confidence, optimism and hope. Erosion of our confidence can be followed by depletion of optimism and finally, a loss of hope. Once
8
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we lose hope, our resilience can plummet and regaining it can
take a long time. If we can learn to see the warning signs
and to correct things long before they deteriorate to this
level, we can recover from our setbacks and maintain
our resilience.
The B.O.N.U.S. Resilience Accelerator™ model will help you to
identify and address key things that affect your mental toughness
as they emerge. By learning to notice what is happening in and
around you, understanding the signs and becoming adaptable
to changing circumstances and thus remaining in control, maintaining a strong belief in your abilities and using your support
network to help you through difficult situations, you can build
your mental toughness and remain resilient to adverse events.

“Success consists of going from failure to
failure without loss of enthusiasm.”
WINSTON CHURCHILL
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The B.O.N.U.S.
Resilience
Accelerator™
5 Steps to Develop Mental Toughness
There are five key functional areas in the brain that help us relate
to resilience and how we can continue to develop it. These form
the essential components of the B.O.N.U.S. Resilience Accelerator™. The five functional areas of the brain it relates to are
the cerebellum, and the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital
lobes of the cerebrum. It is important to remember that none
of these areas of the brain are independent: they are inter-connected. Likewise, developing mental toughness and building our resilience depends on the inter-relatedness of
the five steps. The steps are outlined below and then further
expanded upon, together with practical tips on how to implement them.

Believe
Frontal Lobe: the frontal lobe holds many functions, including
our ability to problem-solve.
Its relationship to the resilience and mental toughness model
relates to the positive problem-solving mindset:

“I CAN”
10
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Own
Cerebellum: the cerebellum co-ordinates our motor functions,
such as movement.
Its relationship to the resilience and mental toughness model
relates to the function of maintaining co-ordination:

“I AM IN CONTROL”

Notice
Occipital Lobe: the occipital lobe is the primary centre for sight.
Its relationship to the resilience and mental toughness model
relates to acuity:

“I AM AWARE”

Understand
Temporal Lobe: the temporal lobe is the centre of the brain that
derives meaning and comprehension.
Its relationship to the resilience and mental toughness model
relates to the function of understanding and flexibility:

“I AM ADAPTABLE”
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Support
Parietal Lobe: the parietal lobe is an integrating centre and
involves perception.
Its relationship to the resilience and mental toughness model
relates to the integration of inputs as distinct from separateness:

“I AM CONNECTED”
Developing mental toughness and building
resilience depends on the inter-relatedness
of the five steps.

12
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Step 1: Believe
Self-belief is essential to
maintaining resilience
The first essential element to developing mental toughness is to
have self-belief. As Henry Ford is reported to have said, whether
we think we can or we can’t, we are right. Quite simply, our
brain believes what we tell it. It doesn’t argue with us or try
to contradict what we tell it. It is essential we programme our
thoughts positively, even if we have some doubt at the outset.
Also, what we tell ourselves has to be credible so that we CAN
believe what we tell ourselves. If you need to give yourself an
aspirational talk, then go ahead and give it. Then commit to
taking action and go and achieve your aspirations.
How does this work in practice? If you tell yourself that you are
useless at mathematics, you most probably will be useless at the
subject. Your brain looks for every opportunity to confirm what you have told it. It doesn’t argue with you. Your
self-talk doesn’t become: “Oh, I can do maths really!” Quite the
opposite. You unconsciously act to prove yourself right. And so
you ensure you cannot do maths by not making any effort, or by
making a half-hearted attempt to succeed at the subject. When
you get a sum wrong, you have the evidence that reinforces the
message that you cannot do maths and tell yourself “I knew it,
I really am hopeless at maths.” The self-fulfilling prophecy is fulfilled.
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However, if you give yourself a more positive message, things
will most likely turn out very differently. If you say to yourself:
“I know I find mathematics a little difficult, but with some extra
effort I will get my sums right”, now your brain is going to work
very differently for you. Again, you are not going to argue with
yourself and say: “I must be joking! I am rubbish at maths!”
Quite the opposite. The brain still wants to prove that you
have given it an accurate message, so you now start to
put some effort in.
Maybe you ask someone who you know is good at maths to help
you - show you how to solve the maths problem. Maybe you
look for a tutorial online. You might start to make some notes,
to remind yourself of the process you need to follow to solve the
problem successfully. In other words, you unconsciously decide
to take action that will help you prove that you can do maths if
you put in some extra effort. You then consciously make that
effort and start to see some reward for your action, reinforcing
the message that you can do maths if you put in some additional
work. And again, the self-fulfilling prophecy is fulfilled.
It is important to be realistic with what we tell ourselves,
or we will not be able to believe our own message at the
unconscious level. To continue with our maths analogy, there
is no point in telling yourself that you are actually a mathematical genius when you find the most elementary maths problem a
struggle. That is just delusional and it will get you nowhere. At
an unconscious level you know this is a totally unrealistic message and, therefore, you will not believe it. Consequently, you
14
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will not put in any real effort to improve your maths ability. You
will simply continue to delude yourself with messages of “I could
be a maths genius if I really wanted to be one”. You will not take
any action, however, so you never disprove that you could be that
maths genius and you never improve your mathematical ability.
You procrastinate instead.
Whilst it is extremely important to believe in our potential, it is
also as important to be realistic. That means being positive with
your self-talk whilst sharing optimism with realism. Without
grounding ourselves in realism, we run the real risk of unconsciously sabotaging ourselves and achieving nothing. This will have the opposite effect
of developing mental toughness and resilience. The key message
is: be realistic, take action and do not give up.

It is essential to Aspire, then Commit to
action so that you can Excel. Think ACE!
To sum up, believing in our abilities is an essential requirement to developing mental toughness and remaining resilient in
adversity. Self-talk MUST be positive. “I CAN do this”; “I CAN get
through this”; “It may be difficult but I WILL get through this and survive
the ordeal”.

Our brain believes what we tell it. Be
realistic, take action and do not give up.
Think ACE: Aspire - Commit - Excel.
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Personal Reflections: Believe
1. What are your aspirational goals?
2. How do your beliefs hinder and help your resilience?
3. How positive is your self-talk about your capabilities?
4. How can you stop procrastinating and start acting to reach
your goals?
5. How strongly do you believe you can succeed at any realistic
goal you set?
6. What else can you do to further develop your mental toughness in this area?

Top Tips to Building Self-Belief
Maintain positive internal dialogue: keep telling yourself “I CAN”
•

“I CAN do this”

•

“I CAN succeed at this”

•

“I CAN and WILL get through this”

Repeat it as often as it takes, until you believe it 100% authentically – and then keep repeating.
Be realistic in your expectations and share realism
with optimism
You cannot fool yourself with unrealistic self-talk, so be clear
16
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about what is realistically achievable and then go for it.

Aspire - Commit - Excel
Seek help when appropriate
If you need help, go and ask for it. Most people are very keen
to share their knowledge and talents with others. Also, ask for
feedback from people you respect. Feedback is critical for our
learning and development.
Take action – put in the extra effort that is required
to succeed
Be pro-active. Use your time effectively and get started.
Make lists of all your achievements and remind yourself of those achievements – often
Get in touch with your successes. It is important to build on those
successes – this is your track record. You know you can achieve
more because you have already achieved so much.
Remind yourself of previous times when you showed
resilience; use these examples when you are facing a difficult situation to help you through the current adversity
Resilience breeds resilience! When the going gets tough, the
tough get going. You have done it before and you will do it again.
Stay positive.
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Do not beat yourself up if things don’t go entirely
according to plan – it is OK to make mistakes
Perfection is an aspiration and sometimes we have to accept
“good enough”. Humans make mistakes: it is called ‘human
error’.  Reflect on what happened and learn from it.
Be mindful of what you are thinking and feeling.
Remember, we take action on what we believe
Our thoughts and feelings drive our actions. The outcome is the
result of our behaviour. Make sure that you are aware of what
you are thinking and feeling, and why. If necessary, consciously
challenge your thinking - make it positive.
Remember that a self-fulfilling prophecy is not a coincidence - make good stuff happen
If you think you can, you will. If you think you can’t, you won’t.
It is your choice …
Believe in your ability - and show yourself you can
Consistently work on tips 1-9 and you will start to see the change
that you are working for. This will provide you with the evidence
that will reinforce your self-belief.

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence,
therefore, is not an act but a habit.”
ARISTOTLE
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Step 2: Own
Emotional control is essential to maintaining resilience
The second essential element to developing mental toughness is
to take ownership of your emotions. You are in the driving
seat of your feelings, thoughts and actions. No one else
controls how you think, feel or behave.
Only you can control your thoughts and feelings. (N.B. This is not
always the case for people with a mental health condition and for whom this
book would not be appropriate.) This is sometimes a difficult concept
for people to accept because our feelings are linked to our environment. We react to the people with whom we relate and to what
is going on around us. It is easy for me to think that I am angry
because of the situation that I am in. However, feeling angry about
the situation is a choice. My feelings will depend on the words I
am using to describe the situation to myself. In other words, what
I believe about the situation will influence my feelings about the
situation. And how I think and feel drives my behaviour.
Consider that you are driving your car and become involved in
a minor car accident. There is no personal injury to any of the
people in either car. The damage is purely to the body of your
car and there is no structural or mechanical impact, so the car
is still driveable. How do you feel when your car has been damaged? Does it depend on who was responsible for the accident?
Do you look to blame someone else for the damage or do you
The Five Steps to Mental Toughness
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accept responsibility for any part that you have played in the
collision? Does the age of your car and its current bodywork
condition play a part in how you feel?
How are you likely to behave? Are you going to get out of your
car, approach the other driver and start shouting at them? Are
you going to accuse them of poor driving and tell them that they
have no right to hold a licence? Maybe suggest they have their
eyes tested, as they clearly need to wear glasses or change their
prescription? Will your feelings overwhelm you?
Or, are you going to apologise for the part you played in the
accident? Will you collect the relevant details for your insurance
company and resume your journey as soon as possible? Will you
stay calm and think clearly, even though you are annoyed with
the inconvenience that the accident is going to cause you?
Cars mean different things to people. For some, a car is simply a
convenient mode of transport that allows them to get from A to
B directly. For others the car may be a status symbol, an outward
display of wealth. The car may symbolise freedom to another
person, the choice of being able to travel where they want to go
and whenever they want to make the journey. Your car may be
an essential part of your mobility: without it you will be housebound. You may think of your car as a ‘rust box on wheels’, or it
could be your ‘pride and joy’. You may have had to wait a long
time before becoming a car owner and you are immensely proud
of your purchase.
Your reaction to the minor car accident will at least, in part,
20
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depend on your circumstances and the meaning that you attach
to your car ownership. The context is relevant. However, irrespective of the importance and meaning you attach to car ownership and whatever you think about your car, you can choose
how you react to the situation: your immediate behavioural
response to the crash is your choice.
Think back to a situation where you felt emotionally charged.
How well were you in control of your feelings? Were you able to
think clearly or did you become overwhelmed by your emotions?
Was your reaction to that event your usual response? Did it serve
you well? It’s important to recognise your own patterns so that
you have a better understanding of what you may need to do to
ensure that your behaviour under duress serves you well. If we
allow our feelings to take over, we are no longer in control of our
thoughts and ability to problem-solve.
Our brains have developed over thousands of years in such a
way that we experience our feelings fractionally before
our thought processes engage. It is certainly possible to take
control of our feelings before they overwhelm us. And, in developing mental toughness and building our resilience, it is essential
that we take control of our feelings. Only then can we engage
with our thought processes in a rational way and take steps to
deal with the adversity we find ourselves in.
Taking ownership of our thoughts and feelings so that
we remain in control of our behaviour is an essential requirement to developing mental toughness and
remaining resilient during adversity.
The Five Steps to Mental Toughness
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To develop mental toughness it is essential
that you become aware of what feelings are
driving your thoughts, and what thoughts
are being attached to your feelings.
What do I think about this situation that has
made me feel so angry?
What am I telling myself?
What do I believe?
How can I reframe my thoughts so that I
neutralise my feelings?

Personal Reflections: Own
1. What would help you to ‘think on your feet’ more?
2. How frequently do your emotions control your behaviour?
3. Do you usually focus on the positive or negative aspects of
an issue?
4. How often do you act impulsively with no thought to
the consequences?
5. Do you ask questions to clarify your understanding of a situation, or do you tend to jump to conclusions?
6. What else can you do to further develop your mental toughness in this area?
22
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Top Tips to Taking Ownership
Own your emotions
Accept that your emotions are a choice. If something
has upset you, you have a choice as to how you respond to that
upset. The strength of feeling is completely down to you. You
can decide to be furious, angry, annoyed, irritated, mildly put out
or decide it is of no consequence. You can view it as a major disaster, a minor setback or dismiss it. The choice is yours. Own it.
Take control of your emotions
Accepting ownership needs to be followed by action.
Take control of your feelings before they overwhelm you. You
have less than a second to get them under control, so develop
a strategy and practise putting it into action until it becomes
unconscious, automatic behaviour (see Notice, Tip 3).
Take ownership of your thoughts - be aware of your
inner chatter
How you interpret an event will have a direct impact on how
you feel about it. For example, imagine a colleague behaved in a
certain way that had a negative consequence for you. You decide
that you’re going to talk to this colleague about their behaviour
because of the personal impact it has had on you.
If you tell yourself that they deliberately wanted to create this
adverse consequence for you, you are likely to feel negatively
towards them and you will approach the meeting in a certain
frame of mind. The meeting is likely to be confrontational and
The Five Steps to Mental Toughness
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you may end up accusing them of, what you consider to be, a
deliberate act on their part.
If, on the other hand, you tell yourself that the person may not
have predicted the adverse outcome for you, and that you would
like them to be aware of the consequences of their behaviour,
your approach to that meeting will be quite different.  Your conversation will be focussed on understanding, enabling you to listen to the other person’s account of events.
Feelings change depending on the narrative that we tell ourselves.
Be aware of how you are interpreting events and ensure that
you check things for accuracy by asking appropriate questions
– don’t jump to conclusions. To develop mental toughness it is
essential that you become aware of what feelings are driving your
thoughts, and what thoughts are being attached to your feelings.
Act with mindfulness – and remain in control of your
behaviour
Consistently work on tips 1-3 to own and be in control of your
thoughts and feelings. By remaining in control of them, you will
enable yourself to control your behaviour.

We experience our feelings fractionally
before our thought processes engage.

24
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Step 3: Notice
Awareness is essential to
maintaining resilience
The third essential element to developing mental toughness is
to pay close attention and notice what is happening around and
within you.
It is by remaining vigilant that we stay aware of the issues that
threaten to derail us. If I am observant, consciously noticing my
internal and external environment, I can prepare for adversity
before it strikes.  So, let us first address the issue of noticing your
internal environment, which requires you to build on Steps 1
and 2 of the B.O.N.U.S. model: believe and own.
Our brains have developed and adapted to keep us safe. The
part of the human brain that was developed first in evolutionary
terms houses the centre of our emotional response. It is responsible for monitoring our environment and keeping us alert to danger. When we face threat, we need to be able to respond without thinking: to go onto ‘automatic pilot’ and react instinctively
rather than logically. This was essential to our early survival and
this element of our brain function remains just as vigilant today.
If we feel fear, it is for a reason. Our brain interprets our unconscious reaction to our environment and signals to us that we need
to stay vigilant for our safety. The same emotional response is
triggered whether we face a vicious dog on the loose or a person
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who verbally threatens us. It is, therefore, important that we pay
attention to our feelings and how our body is responding to our
feelings - our internal environment - as it sends a clear message
to us as to whether we need to be on our guard or can relax.
How people experience their physiological response to stress
varies. To help you control your feeling of anxiety, it will assist
you enormously if you can recognise the physiological signs that
accompany your feelings. You may become aware that your
heart beats faster; your breathing changes; there is tightness in
your shoulders, throat or chest; your face reddens and you feel
the heat of the blush; you are welling up with tears; you have
‘butterflies in your tummy’. Or it may be something completely
different. What is important is that you recognise what is
going on in your body so that you can learn to immediately
respond to and control the physiological signs.
If we are to function well under duress it is essential that we do
not allow our feelings to get in the way. If I am anxious because
I am going into a meeting with someone I find difficult, I will not
perform well if I become overwhelmed by my anxiety. However,
if I am aware of my feelings and physiological signs,
and have devised a strategy for dealing with them when
they arise, I can take complete control of them and ensure
that my meeting yields a successful outcome.
Your plan for getting your emotions under control needs to be
something you can instantly implement when you become aware
of your changing physiological state. Taking a few deep breaths
is the first thing you should do to help you remain calm and ena26
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ble you to keep thinking clearly. Also, engage in some positive
inner-talk (see Believe, Tip 1) and then immediately turn your
attention to your external environment and away from yourself.
The external environment often provides clues that we can miss,
or misinterpret. If we are focussed internally we might miss the
clues and lose an opportunity to learn from the external environment. Alternatively, we may feel extremely comfortable in
our environment and stop noticing what is going on around us.
Things can creep up on us that may have a negative impact if we
don’t keep our eyes and ears open.
Predicting the future is difficult! What you can do, however, is
notice carefully and pay attention to what is going on around
and within you. Look at trends and what is happening further
afield.  By remaining aware, you can keep a step ahead and ward
off adversity.

If we feel fear, it is for a reason. Recognise
what is going on in your body.

Personal Reflections: Notice
1. How well do you adjust to change?
2. How frequently do
thinking coherently?

your

feelings

stop

you

from

3. What physiological changes happen in your body when you
feel stressed?
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4. How may you deal with the physiological symptoms before
they totally kick in?
5. How aware are you of things in your external environment
that may impact you?
6. What else can you do to further develop your mental toughness in this area?

Top Tips to Noticing
Monitor your external environment - keep your eyes
and ears open
Read about your industry and current trends. Keep updated on
key issues that may affect your future. Be aware of what is going
on in your organisation. Maintain vigilance about what is happening in your department, to your immediate team and right
under your nose.
Look in the mirror! Ask yourself the question: “How am I contributing to the environment that I inhabit?” It is essential that
you are aware of what is going on in your environment, and the
part that you are playing in it, if you are to remain in control of
your future.
Be aware of your internal environment – what you are
thinking and feeling
Notice what you are feeling and consciously explore why you
are feeling the way you are. What are you telling yourself about
the situation you are in? What is the narrative that is prompting
28
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your feelings? Similarly, be aware of what you are thinking and
what feelings are prompted by your thoughts. An awareness of
how you interpret your feelings and thoughts will help you make
sense of the situation. If you want to change how you are feeling, you will need to make a conscious effort to do so. You will
probably need to change your narrative - your internal chatter or
self-talk - to shift your feelings to a more positive state.
Develop a strategy to keep your emotions under control
To help develop your mental toughness ensure that you engage
in positive self-talk. Do not let yourself be hindered by negative
inner chatter. Check out and reinforce the tips on self-belief.
•

Take several deep, controlled breaths. This has the effect of
slowing down the ‘fight/flight/freeze’ response in the brain
and enables your thoughts to kick in

•

Calm yourself with positive inner-talk such as: “I can deal
with this”

•

When the situation involves someone else, listen very attentively to what they are saying. Focus on them and be aware
of how they seem to be feeling. Listen to them and not your
internal self-talk

•

Focus on the external circumstances / environment / situation and think about it as a problem to be solved. This will
engage the thought-centre of your brain rather than the feeling-centre and enable you to focus on your thoughts
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•

When you are relaxed, work on a plan to keep your negative emotions completely in check. You may find it helpful
to think of a positive phrase that you can tell yourself in the
heat of adversity. Another strategy is to find a subtle gesture
or ‘anchor’ that you can use at times of stress. For example,
holding your hands together or gently touching your chin,
whilst reinforcing a positive internal message that all will be
well

•

When you have worked out your strategy, practise using it
so that it becomes second nature to apply it when you find
yourself in a situation of adversity

Remain curious – ask questions
When circumstances around you change, be mindful of their
impact on you. Listen to your instincts – they are there for a reason. Question what is going on, don’t just take things for granted
or assume that you know.
If you move jobs and go to a different organisation, move teams
within your current place of employment or are promoted, be
prepared for your confidence to wobble. You may have to deal
with unfamiliar people, processes, environments and tasks at the
same time and there may be much for you to learn in your new
role. If you are expecting the wobble it is easier to deal with it
than if it is unexpected. It is normal, so be prepared for it and
remember that it will pass. In the meantime, remind yourself
of all the things that you do extremely competently (see Believe,
Tips 5 and 6).
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Maintain vigilance – and keep aware
Continue to work on your self-belief and taking ownership of
your emotions, and consistently work on tips 1-4. This will enable you to keep noticing your internal and external environment
and remain aware of your environment.

It is normal for your confidence to
wobble when faced with something new.
Be prepared for this and remember
that it will pass.
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Step 4: Understand
Insight is essential to
maintaining resilience
The fourth essential element to developing mental toughness
is to gain insight and be able to interpret what is going on
around you, so that you can be flexible and adaptable to
changing circumstances.
Resilience is required to help us overcome things we find difficult.  
When circumstances change from what we are used to - our status quo - we are challenged to adjust. Even a slight change in
routine can cause considerable stress to some people: we do not
all experience change in the same way. Irrespective of whether
we welcome change or prefer continuity, we need to develop our
mental toughness to help us deal with circumstantial changes
before the effects of change overcome us.
One of the things we do unconsciously as human beings is to
try and make sense of our situation. It helps us feel comfortable. Therefore, we can be quick to provide an explanation of
events to lessen our anxiety. There is a danger, though, that we
can accept the first interpretation of events that we hear from
someone else, or have decided independently, thus closing down
further discussion or thought on the subject. If we don’t remain
curious (see Notice, Tip 4) we may have ‘jumped to the wrong
conclusion’, completely misunderstanding the events.
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Of course, this may be a convenient explanation because it helps
us feel settled in the short term. But, if it is a misinterpretation
of events, trouble may be brewing down the road. On the other
hand, your instincts may be entirely accurate. It is not a question of doubting your instincts, but to keep questioning them to
check out the reality. If you are a highly intuitive person, learn
to trust your intuition.
Keep asking questions to understand what is happening in your environment. Be observant. Pay attention to your
thoughts and feelings (see Notice, Tips 1 and 2) and listen to your
instincts. If things don’t seem right, or logical, keep questioning.
What other explanations are possible? Who else might be contributing to the situation? What else may be going on? What is
the likely outcome if you carry on as you are?
Draw on your knowledge and previous experiences to help you
through your current discomfort. If you are feeling unsettled by
a colleague, you may need to have a conversation with them in
order to understand what is going on between you. You might
find that a challenge, in which case it will be essential that you
prepare well to have a difficult conversation.
If you take on a new role, remember you may find it quite unsettling to begin with. This is normal. Even CEOs experience
role anxiety – no one is immune. It is very easy to lose our confidence.  Therefore, if you are moving jobs, be prepared to have
your confidence knocked. Of course, you are not guaranteed to
have it shaken.  But, if you do find your confidence wobbling,
remember that this is something many people experience - you
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are not alone. It’s just that most people won’t admit it or talk
about it.
Losing self-confidence is the first step to losing our resilience. Therefore, it is extremely important that you regain your
confidence as soon as you notice that it is going and acknowledge it. You must address the situation. Once you start to doubt
yourself, thus damaging your self-belief, your confidence will
start to wane.
Notice, question, analyse and understand why you are feeling
as you are. Then take action – address the cause of your
feelings. If you are feeling out of your depth due to a change in
your role, remember that this is normal. If you are extremely
uncomfortable in your new role, you may be suffering from
Imposter Syndrome. As you learn to master your new role these feelings will subside and your confidence will naturally return as you
become more competent.
If you are troubled because of a colleague, you will need to
address the issue with them. Prepare for a difficult conversation
and notice how you feel after you have had it. By addressing
the issue directly people often regain their confidence rapidly:
assertiveness is empowering.
If you find yourself losing your optimistic outlook, let this
be a warning sign to you that all is not well. Again, keep asking yourself questions: remain curious. You must understand
what is going on for you so that you can deal with the issue. Work
out the exact problem, then take action and solve it.
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If you find that your self-talk has become extremely negative,
you must pay attention to this. Once we lose hope we give up;
our resilience leaves us. Be aware of these things, watch for the
signs in yourself and your colleagues, and ensure that you intervene to address things that need sorting. Ensure that you
are engaged in all of the previous steps in the B.O.N.U.S. model
– believing, owning and noticing – to help you to understand,
remain flexible and adaptable to changing circumstances.

Become comfortable with uncertainty.

Personal Reflections: Understand
1. How comfortable are you initiating difficult conversations?
2. How can you become more comfortable with uncertainty?
3. What causes you to lose confidence? How do you go about
rebuilding it?
4. How can you develop your assertiveness in asking for your
needs to be met?
5. How can you become more aware of what is happening in
your work environment?
6. What else can you do to further develop your mental toughness in this area?
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Top Tips to Understanding
Don’t jump to conclusions too quickly – become comfortable with uncertainty
It can be tempting to ignore signals and rationalise the adjustments that we make to altered circumstances, without thinking
too deeply as to why we are doing what we are doing. Of course,
we may think we are simply demonstrating flexibility and adaptability. If this is the case, be aware of it.
It may be that things do not feel particularly comfortable. Aim
to understand what is contributing to the unease and whether
this is a reasonable feeling for the circumstances. Tap into the
things you are confident about and learn to surf the waves of
uncertainty until things settle.
Ask the questions what, why, when, how, where, who - to
understand fully the situation you face
“What is happening?”, “Why is it happening?”, “When does it happen?”,
“How did it happen?”, “Where did it happen?”, “Who is involved?”
Recognise if you are losing confidence – understand the
cause and address it
We can lose our confidence rapidly or slowly.   Keep aware of
your internal environment and don’t ignore the signs. You will
know if your confidence is slipping, so be clear whether this is a
normal response (and, therefore, OK) to the changing circumstances you face – such as a new job – or if it is not OK.
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Whilst it can be unsettling to have a new boss, as you need to
learn to get to know and trust each other, this should not cause
you to lose confidence. If you do, you must question what is going
on that makes you feel this way – and address it with your boss.
Maintain awareness of your emotional state – seek help
if you lose your optimism or hope
Your emotions are under your control – you choose how to
respond to the circumstances around you. However, if you start
to lose your optimism it can be difficult for one to change that
feeling state alone. Seek help from a friend or a professional.
Keep practicing the tips to self-belief, owning and noticing
B.O.N.U.S. is an inter-related model to developing mental toughness and accelerating resilience. Therefore, there is overlap in
the steps. Practicing all five of them is necessary.
Show flexibility and adaptability to address changing
circumstances
Consistently work on tips 1-5 and you will demonstrate understanding of what is going on and show adaptability to function
well through change or during adversity.

Losing self-confidence is the first step
to losing your resilience. Assertiveness
is empowering.
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Step 5: Support
Seeking help is essential to
maintaining resilience
Findings from research show that one of the most important
things to developing and maintaining resilience is for people to
have a support network. It may be a very small group of people
to call on and that is absolutely fine. You don’t need dozens of
people – two or three is more than adequate.
Do not struggle on alone – call on the people who are your
close support when you need help. There is nothing heroic in
being independent. There is nothing weak in asking for help (see
Believe, Tip 3 and Understand, Tip 4).
Sometimes people are reluctant to call on friends and family for
help. They like to remain fiercely independent. Maybe they see
it as a weakness if they can’t deal with their own problem. They
might think they are imposing on someone else and, therefore,
will not ask. They may worry that they are going to be judged in
some way for not coping alone.
In reality, it is strong people who ask for help. They recognise that they need help in some way and they do not fear
asking for help because they understand the importance of
receiving the support. Without it, things will deteriorate. It
may well be detrimental if you avoid seeking support.
No one is an island and, as the saying goes, ‘a problem shared
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is a problem halved’. Furthermore, through discussion you will
most likely find that others have shared similar feelings and
thoughts to yours. It is very validating to know others who share
your experience.
Having a trusted friend or mentor to talk to in times of need
is a key step to developing mental toughness and maintaining
resilience. If you need to talk in confidence to someone, ensure
that you make it clear to him or her that you would like them to
keep your conversation confidential. Establish this before you start
your conversation.
If you find it difficult to ask for help and support, practise!  Notice
if you find yourself turning down offers of help from people. Is
this your usual pattern? Try and understand why you find it difficult - what are you thinking and feeling when someone offers
to help you? Be mindful that if you keep refusing offers of help,
people will eventually stop offering. Also, they may feel pushed
away by you and this will weaken your network.
Start by asking for help on small things. Notice how that request
makes you feel. Once you start to feel more comfortable with
asking for and accepting support, move onto requests for help on
larger issues.  Accept offers of help, even if your natural response
is to refuse.
Help others. By offering your support to others you will get in
touch with the positive feelings that accompany giving. Use this
feedback loop to help you re-frame how it is for others when
you ask them for support. Most people give help willingly and
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are more than pleased to be able to provide support. They get
the ‘feel good factor’ – so asking for help is doing someone else
a good turn!
Be respected as a trusted supporter to others and people will
gladly support you if they know that they can rely on your support in return. Ensure that your offer of help is genuine and
altruistic – don’t expect something in return. Also, ensure that
you keep confidences when this is asked of you.

Personal Reflections: Support
1. How easy do you find it to ask for help?
2. Who are the main people in your support network?
3. How do you feel when people ask you for help? Why?
4. What can you do to expand your professional support network?
5. Does it feel different asking for help at home and at work? If
so, why?
6. What else can you do to further develop your mental toughness in this area?

Top Tips to Supporting
Ask for support when you need it – you are not alone
It is proven that people who have someone to go to for advice
and support have much greater success at maintaining their
resilience. So, ask for help if necessary.
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Be aware of what you think and feel about asking
for support
Notice your internal environment when you prepare to ask for
help. If you feel uncomfortable in any way, understand what the
discomfort is about and then work to address it.
Become a trusted supporter
Know how good it feels to be able to give support to others who
are in need. Authentically give of yourself.
Maintain confidences
Ensure that you keep information confidential if requested of
you. State clearly when you want your support person to keep
your conversations confidential.
Remember that you are not an island
Consistently work on tips 1-4 to develop your network, stay connected and call on people when in need.

Strong people ask for help.
They understand the importance
of receiving the support.
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Summary
The B.O.N.U.S. Resilience Accelerator™ model sets out 5 steps
to help you develop your mental toughness:
•

Step 1: BELIEVE - I can

•

Step 2: OWN – I am in control

•

Step 3: NOTICE – I am aware

•

Step 4: UNDERSTAND – I am adaptable

•

Step 5: SUPPORT – I am connected

Each step has been described separately and tips to their implementation have been set out in this practical guide. The steps
in practice overlap, as they are inter-related through our mental
processes in the brain. The questions at the end of each chapter
on the five steps are designed to help you reflect on your own
situation and what else you might do to strengthen your capacity
in each of the B.O.N.U.S. areas.
Engage and build your self-belief; take ownership of your emotions; notice your internal and external environments; understand what is happening and adapt to changing circumstances;
use your support network: by embracing the steps in this 5-step
guide, practising and implementing each of the Top Tips, you
can develop mental toughness and enable yourself further to
remain resilient.
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RESILIENCE AT WORK…
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Aspire, Commit
and Excel
About Me
I know how easy it is to let our feelings dominate our behaviour
because we are unable to control our emotions: they can rapidly
take over when we are under pressure. For many years, from
being a child and into adulthood, I can recall situations when I
reacted in ways that have not served me well. Too frequently I
would let my feelings run the show, especially when I felt frustrated by the circumstances, with the upshot that things would
not always turn out well for me. I have a strong value system
and do not take kindly to my principles being under threat. So,
when my ‘hot buttons’ got pressed, I reacted instantly. My ability to think things through whilst under perceived pressure was
severely inhibited. I was someone who would ‘act in haste, repent
at leisure’. This certainly had an effect on my early career and it
took me a long time to figure out what I needed to do differently.
I was fortunate to eventually have a good mentor who helped me
understand myself, and other people, better. I learnt how and
why I reacted to situations and the things people said. I realised
that it was me who was going to have to adapt if I wanted a
different outcome. I started to change how I behaved and things
got better – very quickly. Having self-awareness and developing
strategies to get our feelings under control are essential components of building resilience. I have written this practical guide to
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help you think about your own situation and offer some tips and
insights to help you further develop your mental toughness.
The questions at the end of each B.O.N.U.S. chapter are there
to help you focus your thoughts on your own resilience and what
you could do to strengthen it. These are a good place to start.
They are followed by tips, with ideas and techniques to work
on. However, if you are recovering from a workplace event that
has caused you to lose your confidence, or are currently having
a particularly difficult time, you may want to consider having
some professional support such as coaching to help you address
the issue.
I am a coach and mentor to leaders and managers who are
working at all levels within organisations. My first career was in
the health sector, starting as a student nurse and ending up as
an executive director of Organisational Development. I established the OD consultancy, Halland Institute, in 1999 and am
currently studying at the University of Southampton, researching how managers and leaders in organisations affect resilience. I
have two sons and live in Surrey with my husband, dog and cat.
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If you would like to keep up with insights from me,
you can find various resources on my website
www.barbarabradbury.com
You can also listen to my podcasts and
sign up to receive my newsletter at
www.barbarabradbury.com
You can find management resources on my
company website www.hallandinstitute.com
You can reach me via email barbara@barbarabradbury.com

